Join us for an exceptional evening in support of the 2nd Chance Association, which, for over 12 years, has been aiding in the training of African surgeons in reconstructive surgery, ensuring access to care for a larger number of patients.

**Private Event**  
*Thursday 12th October, 2023*

**19H30** WELCOME COCKTAIL  
**20H00** PIANIST FLORENT ALBRECHT’S RECITAL AND THE ENCYCLOPEDIA ENSEMBLE  
**20H30** DINNER  
**21H30** POP SOUL MUSIC CONCERT BY SINGER AZANIAH NOAH

DRESS CODE: CASUAL CHIC

MANDARIN ORIENTAL GENÈVE · QUAI TURRETTINI 1 · 1201 GENÈVE  
PARKING MANDARIN ORIENTAL · QUAI TURRETTINI 1 · 1201 GENÈVE  
PARKING DU SEUJET · QUAI DU SEUJET 18 · 1201 GENÈVE

I RESERVE AND I PAY (WITH INFOMANIAK)

ATTENDANCE TO THE EVENT: 350 CHF  
BENEFACTOR MEMBER TABLE (8 PEOPLE): CONTACT US + 41 79 562 91 07

WWW.2ND-CHANCE.ORG

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH JIVA HILL RESORT